FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Chill Out for Happy Hour at Dada Bar + Lounge
All-You-Can-Enjoy | Belly Dance

(Hong Kong – 5 March 2015) – The art-themed Dada Bar + Lounge (Dada) at The Luxe Manor,
convenient located near Knutsford Terrace, is always a desirable place for guests to relieve the
tension from a whole-day of hard work with the All-You-Can-Enjoy package. And now, we are
adding more values to your Happy Hour session!
Our tempting happy hours starts from 5pm to 9pm, by enjoying the “Buy 1 Get 1 Free” favourable
on standard drinks, guests can sit on our cosy couch, sip a drink and have a nice chat with your
friends. If you uplift your taste buds, the all-time favourite All-You-Can-Enjoy package must be
your best choice. From 6:30pm to 9pm daily, the scrumptious package at only HK$218
encompassing unlimited house wine, vodka, whisky, gin, selective beer, Italian Red Wine
Ham, Spanish Iberian Ham Bellota, cheese platter and cold cut platter and more, are
shining at the bar table. Apart from that, Dada will make guests being spoiled with special
entertainment with sensual belly dance by Maggie Oriental Belly Dance. On every
Thursday, belly dance show (from 8pm) takes the stage to add more fun to the break after all your
daytime businesses.
About Maggie Wong
Classically trained as an Egyptian dancer, Maggie fell in love with Belly Dance when she was
mentored by Kitty Lam, a renowned figure in local dance scene. She had travelled around the
world and taken workshops to enrich her experience and expression. She brought Belly Dance as
an art to Hong Kong audiences from exclusive clubs to open concerts. The highlights of her
performances were being guest artist with local singers, Eason Chan and Justin Lo. Maggie is
currently an instructor and choreographer offering group and individual lessons, training for dance
instructors, workshops and seminars, as well as customized choreography.
About Dada Bar + Lounge
Dada Bar + Lounge (Dada), inspired by the Dadaism art movement of the early 20th century, is a
living example of contrast and imagination. Located on the 2/F of the luxury boutique hotel The
Luxe Manor, the bar’s design elegantly incorporates the spirit of the Dadaist cultural movement;
the space is infused with irony and a visual extravaganza of contrasting patterns, fabrics and
shapes. For those searching for a dose of something bizarrely hip, Dada is a breathing ignites the
senses with daring drinks, gastronomic delights in an atmosphere of inspired jazz melodies.
Resident band is performs from 10pm till late every Friday and Saturday.
About The Luxe Manor
The Luxe Manor is a stylishly surrealism-inspired boutique hotel located in Hong Kong’s Tsim Sha
Tsui since 2006. Nuzzled amidst the bustling nightlife of Knutsford Terrace, The Luxe Manor boasts

153 stunning guest rooms and 6 themed suites offering a distinct feeling of adventure within Hong
Kong’s urban jungle. Dada Bar + Lounge, the property’s bar and lounge, is creatively reminiscent
of the elusive Dada art movement, catering to the stylish segment of both the luxury leisure and
business travelers. FINDS is the iconic Nordic restaurant featuring Scandinavian cuisine by celebrity
chef Jaakko Sorsa. The Luxe Manor is managed by GR8 Leisure Concept Ltd., a Hong Kong based
hospitality group, and is a proud member of Small Luxury Hotels of the World. For more
information, please visit www.theluxemanor.com.
Note to Editors: The Luxe Manor (pronounced “Deluxe Manor”) is the full and official registered
name of the hotel.
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From 6:30pm to 9pm daily, All-You-Can-Enjoy at only HK$218,
encompassing selections of canapés and drinks with unlimited supply

Every Thursday, belly dance show by Maggie Oriental Belly Dance
takes the stage to add more fun to the break after all your daytime businesses

